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Comments: This hidden gem has been enjoyed by several generations of Montana's along with tourists who are

looking for a secluded spot to relax removing the cabins and building huge parking lots and a restaurant that

goes right up to the edge of the lake would defeat the purpose of what the lake is supposed to be used for which

is a secluded area to relax at Montana is filled with a bunch of hidden gems and the only reason that Montana

still has places like this is because we are protective over our scenery because we don't want to see it get ripped

apart torn down and paved over nonetheless this is on Forest service protected land and I'm sorry but putting a

huge parking lot right next to a lake is going to be detrimental to the wildlife and will definitely make an impact on

the local ecosystem with all the traffic and other things that come with a large quantity of people constantly

moving about an area nonetheless all the construction that has to take place has the potential to kill off important

groups of wildlife that keep a balance to the ecosystem by all means I'm all for enjoying the outdoors but I am not

for paving it over and making it into something that you can find in any other state it's a reason why Montana is

so beautiful is because we have things that no other state has and we protect those things by all means if this

continues to happen won't be Montana anymore personally I would like to keep Montana the way it is so that way

future generations can enjoy the same things that I enjoyed as a kid and that my parents enjoyed as a kid we

don't need more out of staters we need more people that are protective over our wildlife and scenery


